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Vietnam pockets 2.5 billion USD from rice exports in nine months

VN rice exports reaches new heights

Govt to provide harvesting machines, expects record high rice prices

Japanese firm seeks Cambodian rice supplier

China to open its USD 2 bn rice market to India

Asia Rice: Thailand eyes deals with Philippines, China; India demand tepid

Thailand eyes new rice sales in push to 11m-tonne target

Rice exports to EU to be hit by tariffs

Australian firm acquires Vietnamese processing mill

Myanmar earns over 435 mln USD from rice export in 7 months

EC upholds Italy rice appeal agst Myanmar-Cambodia

Getting richer, more Indonesians shift to premium rice

Lower soil moisture slows down pace of rabi crop cultivation

Japan’s farmers double output of premium rice

Cambodia Rice Exports Fell 8.4 Percent in Jan-Sept

Cambodia exports over 271,000 tonnes of rice in first half of 2018

Rice farmers pinched by flooding

Better technologies needed for rice production

Change in rice labels seen to cause confusion among buyers

Recent study documents damage to rice crops by three fall-applied residual 
herbicides

Rice seeds to be distributed to flood victims 
this weekend

EU threat of trade sanctions “extreme injustice”

Malys Angkor crowned World’s best rice

Vietnam Plus : 08/October/2018

Vietnam News : 12/October/2018

Bangkok post : 04/November/2018

Khmer Time : 26/Otocber/2018

Krishijajran : 31/Otocber/2018

Reuter : 01/November/2018

Bangkok Post : 0/November/2018

Khmer Time : 08/November/2018

Vietnam Plus : 10/November/2018

Xinhua : 11/November/2018

ANSA : 06/November/2018

The Jarkata Post : 12/November/2018

Reuter : 16/October/2018

Vietnam : 12/July/2018

Xinhuat : 11/October/2018

Khmer Time : 15/October/2018

Khmer Time : 04/October/2018

Phnom Penh Post : 06/October/2018

Cedu Daily News : 15/October/2018

Cambridge University Press : 15/October/2018

Business Line : 02/October/2018

Nikkei Asian : 07/October/2018

Khmer Time : 04/October/2018In Prek Norin commune, the majority of residents 
are rice farmers and flood water can be seen cov-
ering their fields as far as the eye can see.

Cambodia : The rate of machinery use in agriculture in the delta is higher compared to other re-
gions in Vietnam. However, the area’s rice processing capability is only average when compared to 
other Asian regions, which makes it harder for Vietnamese rice to compete with other rice exporting 
countries, according to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development’s Agro Processing and 
Market Development Authority. Read more

Philippine : Although the suggested retail price (SRP) on rice has yet to be implemented in the 
region, some vendors expressed concerns on the standardization of rice labels that may affect their 
sales.Reslyn Belia, 42, said most of her customers would want to buy rice with brand names like 
Ganador, Lion Ivory and Senandomeng. Read more

Italy : The warning follows field studies conducted 
in Stoneville, Mississippi, where rice is frequently 
planted in rotation with soybean, grain sorghum, 
and cotton. Researchers made fall applications of 
clomazone, pyroxasulfone, S-metolachlor, and tri-
fluralin to determine their impact on subsequent 
rice growth and yields.
 Each herbicide was applied at both the suggested 
use rate and at two times the suggested use rate 
to see whether their persistence in the soil would 
negatively influence rice planted during the fol-
lowing growing season. Read more

The Agriculture Ministry will distribute about 
3,000 tonnes of rice seeds to the farmers affected 
by floods across the Kingdom, an official said 
yesterday.
Ngin Chhay, director general of the ministry’s 
general agriculture department, said the ministry 
has prepared about 3,000 tonnes of rice seeds to 
aid farmers whose crops were destroyed by floods.

Cambodian premium fragrant rice, Malys 
Angkor, won the World’s Best Rice award – the 
fourth achievement it earned for Cambodia, 
after landing second in the last three years.

The award ceremony took place in Hanoi, Viet-
nam during the 10th TRT World Rice Conference 
2018 held on October 10 to 12.

Vietnam : Vietnam shipped nearly 5 million tonnes of rice abroad 
in the first nine months of this year, earning 2.5 billion USD, up 8.5 
percent in volume and 23.2 percent in value year-on-year, statistics 
show.
China remained the largest importer of Vietnamese rice, accounting 
for 23.2 percent of the total, according to the Agro Processing and 
Market Development Authority under the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Rural Development. Read more

Vietnam : Rice production and exports has shifted towards 
quality and added value, promoting safe production and applying 
high technology while organic agriculture has been given special 
attention for development. That was the message from Deputy 
Prime Minister Vương Đình Huệ delivered at the 10th World Rice 
Conference held in Hà Nội on Thursday. Read more

Thailand : The Commerce Ministry will help provide farmers with 
sufficient harvest machines at a reasonable cost in November-De-
cember to gather
all rice crops in time. This year’s rice prices are expected to set a 
record , said acting government spokesman Buddhipongse Punna-
kanta on Sunday.
Mr Buddhipongse said with the availability of harvesting machines, 
farmers will be able to harvest crops in time to maintain high quality 
and command high prices. Read more

Cambodia : Mr. Moul Sarith, CRF secretary-general, yesterday 
told Khmer Times that representatives of Tanaka Food Industry Cor-
poration have approached his organisation in search of a partner 
that will supply them with Cambodian fragrant rice, whose reputa-
tion abroad continues to improve after a local brand took home this 
year’s World’s Best Rice award.
Mr Sarith said that it is the first time the Japanese company looks for 
rice suppliers in the Kingdom. He said it imports around 100 tonnes 
of rice from Thailand a year. Read more

India : India has made a deal with China to open up its 2 billion USD rice import based on an agreement signed between 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to China.
At Shanghai Cooperation Organisation Summit a protocol on the exports of non-Basmati Rice was signed. Later Chinese au-
thorities visited Indian rice mills and out of that 24 Indian mills were approved for exports of rice to China. Read more

India : The threat of lower soil moisture levels and delays 
in kharif harvests across States seem to be having an adverse 
impact on rabi sowing. Most crops barring one or two saw lower 
acreage under planting till the end of the week, according to 
data released by the Agriculture Ministry on Friday.
During the current rabi season, farmers have planted only 
around 85 lakh hectares (LH), which is 8.7 per cent lower than 
the 93 LH covered till the corresponding week last year. Read 
more

Japan : Japanese rice farmers are expanding production of 
new, pricier brands, a move to shore up income as consumers 
eat less of the staple.
The output of 10 leading brands introduced in 2015 through 
2018 is set to more than double this year to a little over 50,000 
tons, a survey of prefectures found. Shinnosuke, from the famed 
rice-growing region of Niigata Prefecture, is set to post a 120% 
increase to 11,000 tons. Niigata is focusing on marketing the 
new grain in greater Tokyo, looking to boost name recognition 
in the country’s largest market. Read more

Thailand : In Thailand, benchmark 5 percent broken rice prices were quoted at $380-$400 per tonne, free on board (FOB) 
Bangkok, dropping from $400-$402 last week.
The weakening of the baht against the U.S. dollar was the main factor behind the drop in prices this week, Bangkok-based 
traders said, adding that overseas demand for Thai rice remained flat and the market also expected additional supply from the 
new crop. Read more

Thailand : With a weakening baht and anticipation of a new 
harvest, rice dealers are finding a tepid world market as they 
struggle to make final sales that could result in a 2018 total 
export of 11 million tonnes. (File photo) A weaker baht pushed 
rice export prices in Thailand lower this week, although there 
were expectations of new deals with the Philippines and China, 
while rates in India languished at the 21-month lows hit last 
week due to sluggish demand.
In Thailand, benchmark 5% broken rice prices were quoted at 
$380-$400 per tonne, free on board (FOB) Bangkok, dropping 
from $400-$402 last week. Read more

Cambodia : Cambodia is looking for new markets abroad for 
its rice, following news of impending tariffs in the European 
Union.
Hun Lak, vice president of the Cambodia Rice Federation, said 
the EU intends to impose tariffs on Cambodian rice based on 
complaints raised by Italy and Spain.
“They produce their own rice and they requested that the EU 
protects their rice instead,” Mr Lak said. Read more

Vietnam : SunRice Group has completed the acquisition of 
a rice processing mill in the Mekong Delta province of Dong 
Thap, the first direct financial investment of the Australian 
business in Vietnam. Read more

Myanmar : Myanmar earned 435.96 million U.S. dollars from export of rice and broken rice as of Oct. 26 this year, the 
Myanmar Rice Federation (MRF) said Saturday. From April 1 to Oct. 26, over 1 million tons of rice was exported to 43 countries 
and 251,224 tons of broken rice to 18 foreign countries, respectively. About 53.4 percent of rice and broken rice were exported 
through border gates while the rest via sea routes during the period. The country earned over 1.11 billion U.S. dollars from export 
of 2.89 million tons of rice and 620,696 tons of broken rice in last FY 2017-2018. Read more

Cambodia : The European Commission on Tuesday upheld an appeal from Italian rice producers saying they had been 
damaged by zero-tariff imports from Myanmar and Cambodia. Tariffs may soon be reintroduced against these two countries, 
it said. An EC probe into the matter began in March. The C will now propose to the EU-28 a vote on restoring tariffs on the two 
Asian countries. Read more

Indonesia : Following the consumption trend of middle-income consumers, rice producers have started to distribute more 
premium rice instead of medium-quality rice, a report submitted to the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) says. Read more

Cambodia : Cambodia exported 389,264 tonnes of rice in the first nine months of the year, a fall of 8.4 percent compared with the 
same period last year, official data showed on Monday. Read more

Cambodia : Cambodia exported 271,500 tonnes of rice in the first six months of 2018, down 5.9 percent from 288,500 tonnes over 
the same period last year.
China is the top rice buyer of Cambodian, followed by France, Poland, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, the Secretariat of One 
Window Service for Rice Export said in its latest report. Read more

Cambodia : Cambodia on Thursday expressed its indignation over 
the European Union’s decision to withdraw Cambodia’s trade prefer-
ences, saying it was an “extreme injustice.”
“The Cambodian government can only take this decision as an 
extreme injustice when the EU blatantly disregards the considerable 
progress made by the country,” said a foreign ministry statement. 
Read more

https://www.phnompenhpost.com/business/better-technologies-needed-rice-production
https://cebudailynews.inquirer.net/203739/change-in-rice-labels-seen-to-cause-confusion-among-buyers
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-11/cup-rsd111518.php
https://en.vietnamplus.vn/vietnam-pockets-25-billion-usd-from-rice-exports-in-nine-months/139670.vnp
https://vietnamnews.vn/economy/467691/vn-rice-exports-reaches-new-heights.html#qxphC2svSWb5rIbZ.97
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50544119/japanese-firm-seeks-cambodian-rice-supplier/
https://krishijagran.com/commodity-news/china-to-open-its-usd-2-bn-rice-market-to-india/
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/agri-business/lower-soil-moisture-slows-down-pace-of-rabi-crop-cultivation/article25405784.ece
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/agri-business/lower-soil-moisture-slows-down-pace-of-rabi-crop-cultivation/article25405784.ece
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Business-Trends/Japan-s-farmers-double-output-of-premium-rice
https://in.reuters.com/article/asia-rice/asia-rice-thailand-eyes-deals-with-philippines-china-india-demand-tepid-idINKCN1N652K
https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/news/1568622/thailand-eyes-new-rice-sales-in-push-to-11m-tonne-target
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50548309/rice-exports-to-eu-to-be-hit-by-tariffs/
https://en.vietnamplus.vn/australian-firm-acquires-vietnamese-processing-mill/141644.vnp
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-11/10/c_137597211.htm
http://www.ansa.it/english/news/2018/11/06/ec-upholds-italy-rice-appeal-agst-myanmar-cambodia_aa53ae3a-08f1-41dd-87fc-f695a9df5929.html
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2018/11/12/getting-richer-more-indonesians-shift-to-premium-rice.html
https://www.cambodiadaily.com/business/cambodia-rice-exports-fell-8-4-percent-in-jan-sept-141437/
https://en.vietnamplus.vn/cambodia-exports-over-271000-tonnes-of-rice-in-first-half-of-2018/134521.vnp
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-10/11/c_137525433.htm
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កិច្ចប្រជំុពិភាកសា ស្តីពតីកាតព្វកិច្ចពាកព់ន័្ធនឹងការអនុវត្ចបា្រស់្តីពតីគណននយ្យ និងសវនកម្ម 
និង្រទ្រ្បញ្ញ ត្ិពាកព់ន័្ធជាធរមាន

ឯកឧត្តម សខុ ពុទ្ធិវុធ ប្រធានសហពន័្ធបសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា បករុមប្ឹរកសាភបិាលសហពន័្ធបសរូវអង្ករ

កម្ុជា និងថ្នា កដឹ់កនាបំកសួងកសិកម្ម រុកាខា ប្រមាញ់ និងននសាទបានអមដំនណើ រ ឯកឧត្ម

វវង សាខុន រដ្ឋមនន្តីបកសួងកសិកម្ម រុកាខា ប្រមាញ់ និងននសាទ

ការប្រកួតអង្ករដែលមានគុណភាពល្អជាងគគ ប្រចាឆ្ំនា២ំ០១៨ 
តាមប្រគេទ អង្ករស អង្ករក្រអូប នធិងអង្ករក្រអូបកបណីត

អង្ករកម្ុជាទទួលបានពានរង្្វ នអ់ង្ករល្អជាងនគនលើពិភពនោក ម្ងនទៀតនៅឆ្នា  ំ២០១៨
Cambodian Premium Aromatic Rice won The World’s Best Rice Award again in the 10th TRT World Rice Conference 2018.

អង្ករ ដែលឈ្នះនិងបតរូវបានយកគៅប្រកួតក្នុងកម្មវិធី ពានរង្វាន់អង្ករល្អជាងគគគលើពិេពគោក ២០១៨

21-09-2018

30-09-2018

30-09-2018

ចំពោះសហគ្រាសសាធារណៈនិងឯកជន អង្គភាពមិនរកគ្រាក់ចំពណញ និងគ្ករុមហ៊រុនទាំង

ឡាយណាជាប់ក្នុងលក្ខខណ្ឌ បីចំណរុ ចខាងពគ្រោម គឺគ្ រ្ូវព វ្ ើទាំងររាយយរោរណ៍ហិរញ្ញវ្្នុស្តង់ដារ 

និងព វ្ើសវនកម្មស្តង់ដារ រចួបញ្ជូនមករោន់ ក.ជ.គ ពដាយលក្ខខណ្ឌ ទាំងពោះរមួមាន៖

-ផលរបរគ្បចាំឆ្្ំននអាជវីកម្មចាប់ពី៧៥មរុឺនដរុល្លា ព�ើង

-គ្្រព្យសម្ប ្្តិសររុបចាប់ពី៥០មរុឺនដរុល្លា ព�ើង និង

-មានបរុគ្គលិកបពគ្មើរោរចាប់ពី ១០០ោក់ព�ើងពៅ។ 

រោរអនរុវ ្្តគពគ្មាងវនិិពោគMega Farm 
Cambodia របស់គ្ករុមហ៊រុន សរុី .ពអ.ឌី.អាយ 
ខរូលអិល្ីឌី (C.A.D.I Co.Ltd) ពលើនផទៃដីសររុប 
ជាង៧,៥០០ហិកតា សិ្្ពៅគ្សរុករពវៀង 
ពខ ្្តគ្ពះវហិារ

ជាល្រ្ធផលននរោរគ្បកួ្ អង្ករដដលរានជាប់ចំណា្់ថ្្ក់ពលខ១ សគ្មាប់៖

១) អង្ករក្រអូបប្រណីត  គ្ករុមហ៊រុន City Rice Import Export Co. LTD 

២) អង្ករក្រអូ្រធម្មតា ពោងមា៉ា សរុីនថ្មពរាល Thmor Kol Rice Mill

៣) អង្ករស គ្ករុមហ៊រុន Vong Bunheng Import Export Co.Ltd
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បករុមហុ៊នជ្រ៉ុន Tanaka Food Industry Corporation កនាុងនោល្រំណងពិភាកសា 
និងសស្វងរកដដគូពាណិជ្ជកម្ម នានំចញអង្ករពតីកម្ុជានៅកានប់្រនទសជ្រ៉ុន

សកម្មភាពចុះកម្មសិកសានៅវទិយាសាថា នបសាវបជាវនិងអភវិឌ្ឍនក៍សិកម្មកម្ុជា(CARDI) 
និងដដគូអភវិឌ្ឍន(៍CAVAC) កនាុងការនធ្វើ្រន្ុទ្ធពូជបសឡាយបសរូវសសនបកអូ្រ និង
បសឡាយបសរូវផ្្ក រដំួលមនិប្រកានរ់ដូវ

សហពន័្ធបសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជាចុះMOU ជាមយួបករុមហុ៊នចិនCOFCO ស្តីពតី 
កិច្ចសហប្រតិ្រត្ិការនលើ «ម្ះិអង្គរ» នដើម្បតីពបងតីកការនានំចញ និងផ្ព្វផសាយអង្ករកម្ុ
ជានៅកានទ់តីផសារប្រនទសចិនឱ្យកានស់តទូលំទូោយ

24-10-2018

31-10-2018

06-11-2018

ការងារតាមតំ្រន់ 

នោក Mizohiro Tanaka នាយកបករុមហុ៊នជ្រ៉ុន 
Tanaka Food Industry Corporation 

ស្ានភាព្ឹរកជន់លិចពៅភរូមិទាំង៦ននឃរុំ អង្គដកវ គ្សរុកគ្ទាំង ពខ ្្តតាដកវ
ឱ្យប៉ា ះោល់ដល់គ្គួសារចំនួន 387គ្គួសារ 

និងនផទៃដីគ្បមាណជា 222.30ហិកតា

គេត្តតាដកវ ៖
តំ្រន់ ១  & ២
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តំ្រន់ ១  & ២

តំ្រន់ ៤ & ៥

តំ្រន់ ៤ & ៥

JICA  រានពរៀបចំវគ្គបណ្ត នុះបណា្ត លស្តី ពីបពចចេកព្រសផលិ្គ្រាប់ពរូជគ្សរូវដល់
សហគមន៍កសិកម្ម  និងសមាជកិ ស.អ.ក

ជំនួបពិភាគសារោរងារ ជាមួយពល្ក 
ចាន់ ថរុល និងពល្ក អាក់ រោោ៉ា    
អ្កសគ្មប សគ្មួលរោរងារ  (IRRI)
គ្បចាំពខ ្្តពសៀមោប

ពិ្ីចរុះហ្្ពលខា កិចចេសនយាកសិកម្ម  (ផលិ្ និងផ្គ្់ផ្គង់គ្សរូវចំណី) រវាង
គ្ករុមហ៊រុនពអមររូ ោ៉ា យស៏ និងសហគមន៏ កសិកម្ម  ចំនួន៩ ពៅសណាឋា រារ 
Glorious and Spa ពៅពខ ្្តកំពង់្ំ 

គេត្តពបពដវង ៖

គេត្តគ�ៀមរា្រ ៖

គេត្តកំពង់ធំ ៖
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ស្ថិតិតម្លៃអង្ករនថិងសសរូវ
តំ្រន់ ១  & ២

តំ្រន់ ៤ & ៥

តំ្រន់ ៤ & ៥

អង្ករ (FOB)

No Rice Variety Abbreviation FOB (USD 
Per Ton)

(%) 
Change*

I. Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) PJR 5% 1,045$              0.5%

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) JR 5% 1,035$              0.5%

3 Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) PSKO 5% 805$                 0.0%

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) SKO 5% 790$                 0.0%

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) AESB 100% Broken 580$                 N/A

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) ASB 100% Broken 480$                 N/A

II. Cambodian Long Grain White Rice

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% LGWR 5% 485$                 1.0%

8 Long Grain White Rice 10% LGWR 10% 475$                 1.1%

9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) ASB 100% Broken -$                  N/A

III. Cambodian Parboiled Rice

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken PRB 5% Broken 530 2.9%

Note: - FOB (Free On Board) is the cost of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.

- The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

 (*) % CHANGE is the comparison of price this week to the price last week

សហពន័្ធស្សវូអង្ករកម្ពុជា
CAMBODIA RICE FEDERATION
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